
The Barn Artist 2023 project advance checklist 

I understand Scott will be arriving in an RV and trailer and it is not an all-terrain vehicle. I understand 
Scott usually stays over night at the site in the RV for the duration of the project. I understand that 
Scott normally uses a photo light projector to outline the artwork at dark, this may mean a late 
evening arrival for outdoor projects and a late night of work that can sometimes last into the early 
morning hours and effect start times the following days. I understand Scott has to determine the 
weather and outlook, and it may change the scheduled start and finish of the project. Wind, rain, 
humidity/dew points, cold or heat are all factors.  
1. There may be one of the following that could cause a problem or be a challenge: 
A. narrow or steep driveway B. sharp or tight turns, C. dip in the driveway or path D. rough 
terrain such as washed-out ditches, holes, rocks, tree roots, ect. E). mud or soft and wet areas F. low 
lying tree limbs or electric lines. G. steep landscape or banked area in front of the work area. 
H. Entry gates and fences-  we have a gate and it is at least 12’ wide and a strait drive through and 
will be unlocked and opened. 
  
2. There are no obstacles in front of the work area and there is plenty of room for equipment 
3. Power is available at the site. An outlet is nearby or I will have a heavy extension cord ready. The 
power 
is on at least a 20 amp breaker and it works. 
 4. Water is available at the site (for pressure washing). It is city water or a good dependable source. 
5. Water is available nearby for the filling of a few buckets if needed for paint clean up. 
 

* (only if it is deemed a difficult situation) We have a small tractor with a ball hitch to use and assist 
with parking the lift or moving the lift during the project. 

Schools and Indoor Work 

6. We have a true scissor lift you can use and the wall to be painted does NOT have folded or pushed 
back bleachers.   
7. Our gymnasium has easy access with double doors and is on the first floor with no stairways. We 
have used scissor lifts in the gym before and there is no problem driving them in or using them on our 
gym floor. (some gym floors may require a layer of plywood for protection) 
 8. Our bleachers can be pushed back to within 50” or less (two rows of seats, not 3) from the wall to 
be painted. I understand any distance bigger than 50” away from the working wall may require special 
equipment and therefore must be planned accordingly. 
 9. We can remove the bleacher top row hand rails of the bleachers to make the area clear of 
obstacles. 
10. We will have the walls cleared of banners, flags, old tape and fasteners and ready before you 
arrive. 
11. An area with a large sink or tub is available for cleanup and filling of large buckets of water. 
12. Our lights can be turned on and off easily from a wall switch or a key will be provided. 
13. Our lights auto turn off when motion is not detected. We will have our team temporarily change 
the system program during your visit so that the lights stay on or off manually. 
14. The balance of the payment will be ready upon job completion. Any additional costs as a result of 
changes or added work can be sent later. 
Please agree that you have read over this outline and studied the photos provided along with this 
checklist and will mention to Scott any issues from the list or anything else you can think of.   
Thank you so much! I don’t mean to be so technical with the above but I have learned it really helps 
us both! 



 


